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What’s New

Laundry pair created for 
homes with pets
MAYTAG presents the Maytag Pet 
Pro System, a laundry pair designed to 
visibly remove pet hair. The Maytag Pet 
Pro System works as a complete laundry 
solution to help pet parents tackle the 
burden of pet hair. In the washer, the Pet 
Pro option unleashes additional water 
and a deep rinse to activate the Pet Pro 
Filter, a pet hair filter in the washer, 
removing five times more pet hair from 
clothes. In the dryer, the Pet Pro option 
lifts and traps loads of pet hair with an 
XL lint trap.
maytag.com

LED fixtures wash over 
exterior surfaces
WAC LANDSCAPE LIGHTING 
introduces Surface Mount Indicator 
LED Light Fixtures. Easy to install, 
saving installation time and avoiding 
core drilling holes in a patio or driveway, 
the LED Indicator Fixtures mount right 
on top of the desired surface. The LED 
2-inch 12-Volt Indicators are round and 
directional, providing soft, diffused 
illumination that washes walkways and 
other exterior spaces. The luminaires are 
available in stainless steel or bronzed 
stainless steel finishes.
waclandscapelighting.com

Durable surface pays 
tribute to craftsmen
COSENTINO launches Dekton 
Kraftizen, the first large-format stucco 
material of its kind. Designed specifically 
for flooring and cladding, Kraftizen pays 
homage to craftsmanship techniques 
while drawing inspiration from Venetian 
stucco. The collection has industry-lead-
ing durability in five diverse hues with a 
deep, rich texture. A technique refined 
through technology creates a durable 
surface that delights the five senses 
through textures and volumes, silky and 
extra matte colors.
cosentino.com

Porcelain tile inspired by 
ancient heritage
DALTILE debuts its new Scrapbook glazed por-
celain tile collection, which offers vintage-inspired 
decorative 8-inch hexagons with corresponding  
2 by 8 floor tiles.  Scrapbook features concrete 
visuals that are available in perfectly muted col-
ors. Its decorative hexagons, solid hexagons, and 
complementary solid 2 by 8 floor tiles can seam-
lessly combine or stand alone in various patterns, 
adding comfort and the visual of handcrafted 
beauty to any residential or commercial space.
daltile.com

Lighting optimized for 
whole-home usage
LEGRAND creates a robust, dedicated network 
that can support advanced control of lights and 
power in any home environment with adorne and 
radiant with Netatmo solutions. The solutions 
install in place of standard switches and outlets, 
and they can be easily set up in just a few taps, 
connecting to a host of leading home automation 
systems. The battery-powered, wireless smart 
switches and dimmers allow users to add three-
way lighting control anywhere they want it.
legrand.us
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Smart lock automates with 
latest products
ARRAY BY HAMPTON announces the release of its 
flagship product, the Connected Door Lock. Powered by 
the Array by Hampton app, users can create personalized 
schedules and automations that trigger actions with other 
Array devices, such as having Array lights turn on auto-
matically when the door is locked or unlocked. The lock 
can be used with a traditional key, locking and unlocking 
from a smartphone, or with hidden keypad. Users can 
create custom codes for access.
array.care

Suspension lamp mimics planet trajectory
LODES collaborates with Slovenian designer Nika Zupanc to introduce Elara, a 
minimal yet sculptural suspension lamp. The name Elara connotes astronomy and 
Greek mythology, and its geometric design mimics the trajectory of the planets 
within the universe. Inspired by astral motion, the lamp is characterized by two 
metal rings, one of which can be set at various angles to produce fluidity and 
movement, and a small sphere at the bottom that contains the light source.
lodes.com

Multi-zone system provides 
compatibility
MIDEA launches the new Midea EVOX Multi-Zone System in 
the U.S., equipping HVAC service providers with flexible and 
affordable product and system combinations that can seam-
lessly mix and match ducted and ductless configurations across 
multiple applications with up to five zones per heat pump. The 
EVOX multi-zone heat pump system is ideal for new home 
installations or replacing older central systems in any weather 
climate with highly efficient inverter technology.
midea.com

Floor drain ensures reliable 
performance
SCHLUTER SYSTEMS expands its offering 
of drains to include the KERDI-DRAIN-F, a floor 
drain designed with a flat, narrow bonding flange 
to facilitate tight installations against walls, in 
corners and in floors without a slope. Perfectly 
suited for wet rooms, bathroom floors and other 
applications that require waterproofing and 
drainage, KERDI-DRAIN-F is designed for use 
in tiled floors in conjunction with all Schluter-
DITRA and Schluter-DITRA-HEAT membranes.
schluter.com

Cup pulls give cabinets pop 
of personality
ASHLEY NORTON offers even more options for 
adding personal style throughout the home with 
its Cup Pull Collection. True to its reputation for 
offering a vast array of architectural hardware 
styles and finishes, the company’s collection of 
cup pulls spans the spectrum from traditional and 
transitional to industrial and modern. Also known 
as bin pulls, this ergonomic style of cabinet pull is 
a popular choice for some of today’s most notable 
and luxurious kitchens and baths.
ashleynorton.com
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